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Reminder: The cost-benefit question

Marginal cost, ∂Ci (ai )
∂ai

, should equal the marginal gain,

∂Ci (ai )

∂ai
=

N

∑
i=1

∂Bi (a1, ..., aN)

∂ai

Often the gains depend on the sum of actions so that

Bi (a1, ..., aN) = B(a1 + ... + aN) and

∂C1(a1)

∂a1
= ... =

∂CN(aN)

∂aN︸ ︷︷ ︸
Cost efficiency

= NB ′(a1 + ... + aN)

Cost efficiency: marginal abatement cost (MAC) should be

equalized across agents.
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The instrument choice question: taxes

• τ, tax per unit of pollution

• ui , unrestricted pollution by source i

• ui − ai , pollution after abatement

Firm i problem is to minimize costs:

min
ai

Ci (ai ) + τ(ui − ai )

The firm chooses

∂Ci (ai )

∂ai
= τ

Since this holds for all firms, we have

∂C1(a1)

∂a1
= ... =

∂CN(aN)

∂aN
Cost efficiency! 3



The instrument choice question: tradable pollution rights

• E , total amount of pollution rights (permits)

• ei , endowment of permits for i so that e1 + ... + eN = E

• p, market price for permits

Firm i problem is to minimize costs:

min
ai

Ci (ai ) + p(ui − ai − ei )

The firm chooses

∂Ci (ai )

∂ai
= p

Since this holds for all firms, we have

∂C1(a1)

∂a1
= ... =

∂CN(aN)

∂aN
Cost efficiency! The result does not depend on how endowments

are allocated to individual firms as long as the sum remains E .
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Summary: the choice between prices and quantities

• Permits and taxes are equivalent instruments:

∂Ci (ai )

∂ai
= τ ⇒ ai (τ)︸ ︷︷ ︸

abatement depends on tax

⇒ ∑
i∈I

ui − ai (τ
∗) = E︸ ︷︷ ︸

tax τ∗ leads to emissions E

∂Ci (ai )

∂ai
= p ⇒ ai (p)︸ ︷︷ ︸

abatement depends on price

⇒ ∑
i∈I

ui − ai (p
∗) = E︸ ︷︷ ︸

price p∗ leads to emissions E

• Thus, the government can set the tax τ∗ (price) and then

quantity E emerges from firms’ choices, or it can set E

(quantity) and then price p∗ emerges from firms’ choices
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Price uncertainty
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Figure 1: Prices per ton of SO2 in dollars.

Source: Schmalensee, Richard, and Robert N. Stavins. 2013. ”The SO2 Allowance Trading System: The Ironic

History of a Grand Policy Experiment.” Journal of Economic Perspectives, 27 (1): 103-22. 6



Uncertainty: the choice between prices and quantities

• As we have seen: prices and quantities are equivalent

instruments if the regulator knows the benefit and abatement

costs

• It is enough to know the aggregate costs, information about

each firm’s private cost is not needed

Uncertainty about the aggregate cost of emissions reductions

changes the equivalence between prices and quantities: they lead

to different outcomes

• The choice between prices and quantities depends on the

slopes of benefit and cost curves
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Uncertainty: Prices vs. quantities

Figure 2: The analysis is easier if emissions (instead of abatement) are

the dependent variable. Emissions cause damages, abatement causes

benefits. This figure shows the link.
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Uncertainty: Prices vs. quantities

Figure 3: For firms, abatement causes costs, but there is demand for

emissions. This figure shows the link.
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Uncertainty: Prices vs. quantities

Let us first use these new figures to restate the equivalence

between prices and quantities.

• Let D be the market demand of emissions. Without

regulation, firms would produce until D=0. See figures below.

• The social marginal damage is MD, so that in the social

optimum D=MD

• Price regulation: tax set at a level where D=MD (in Figures

t denotes the tax)

• Quantity regulation: limit the supply of permits E as long as

damages exceed costs
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Uncertainty: Prices vs. quantities

Now: uncertainty about demand for emissions D

• If D is not know at the time of regulation, D is only the

expected value of emissions to firms. The true, realized value

could be D’, e.g., due to a boom in the economy. Then, the

neither of the instruments is ex post optimal

• The social losses are given by areas A and B

• Depends on the relative slopes of the D and MD curves

• If MD is very steep, it is better to use permits. Makes sense:

when serious damage can occur from excessive taxation, it is

better to fix quantities. Toxic waste, for example.

• If MD is very flat, taxes are better. This is an argument for

taxes in climate change.
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Prices vs. quantitites

Figure 4: The difference between taxes and permits under uncertainty.
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Prices vs. quantitites

Figure 5: With steep marginal damages, taxes can imply huge losses.
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Prices vs. quantitites

Figure 6: With constant marginal damages, tax optimal.
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Illustration: The NOx Budget Trading Program (NBP)

• NBP run in Eastern U.S. states in 2003-2008.

• Covered 2,500 electricity generating units and industrial

boilers; 700 coal-fired electricity generating units in the

market accounted for 95 percent of all NBP NOx emissions.

• Purpose to address regional air pollution that contributes to

the formation of ozone.

• Later replaced by other regulation.
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The impact on emissions

Figure 7: Daily average NOx emissions in thousands of tons.

Source: Deschenes, Olivier, Michael Greenstone, and Joseph S. Shapiro. 2017. ”Defensive Investments and the

Demand for Air Quality: Evidence from the NOx Budget Program.” American Economic Review. 16



Costs and benefits from reductions

Costs of abatement

• The mean resulting permit price in the emissions market was

USD 2,523 per ton of NOx.

• Provides an upper limit to the abatement costs, around USD

1.1 billion annually.

Improvements in air quality produced substantial benefits:

• Positive health effects of around USD 2.1 billion annually
- Medication expenditures decreased by about 1.6 percent or

roughly USD 800 million annually

- Summertime mortality rate declined by up to 0.4 percent,

corresponding to 1,975 fewer premature deaths per summer,

from VSL estimates: about USD 1.3 billion annually.

• Not estimated: emissions can impact crop yields, visibility, the

value of outdoor activities, the purchase of air filters, etc.
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Welfare Impacts

2985DESCHÊNES ET AL.: THE DEMAND FOR AIR QUALITYVOL. 107 NO. 10

75 and over. The implied VSLs are as follows: $2.3 million (infants), $1.78 million 
(ages 1–64), $0.7 million (ages 65–74), and $0.3 million (ages 75+). The applica-
tion of this approach implies that the value of the mortality avoided by the NBP is 
$1.3 billion per year, or $5.9 billion in the period 2003–2007 (Table 6, panel B).27

The entries in panels A and B of Table 6 provide the basis for a comparison of 
the costs and benefits. The upper bound on the NBP’s aggregate abatement costs is 
$4.8 billion, but by themselves the value of the reduced medication purchases of 
$3.7 billion nearly equals these costs. At least in this context, defensive investments 
are economically important. Once the value of the reduced rates of mortality is 
added in, the benefits of the market are nearly twice as large as the upper-bound of 

27 We thank Kevin Murphy and Bob Topel for sharing the data underlying Figure 3 of their paper. The VSL 
used here is lower than the $8.7 million VSL ($2015) used by the EPA, which is not age-adjusted. Our primary 
goal is not to endorse a specific VSL value, but to demonstrate the results that come from one choice of VSL and 
 age-adjustment. Using the $8.7 million VSL rather than the $2.27 million VSL implies that the mortality benefits of 
NBP were larger: $5.0 billion per year, or $22.7 billion for the 2003–2007 total. 

Table 6—The Welfare Impacts of the NBP and the Social Benefits of NOx and Ozone Reductions

Medication 
costs  ($ million)

Medication 
copayments ($ million)

Mortality:
Total  

using (1) ($ million)
Total  

using (2) ($ million)Number of 
deaths

Monetized 
value  ($ million)(1) (2) (3) (4)   (5) (6)

Panel A. An upper bound estimate of NBP’s social costs
Upper bound per year – – – – $1,076 $1,076
Upper bound, 2003–2007 total – – – – $4,843 $4,843

Panel B. Estimates of the NBP’s benefits
Total per year $820 $161 1,975 $1,319 $2,139 $1,480
Total 2003–2007 $3,690 $725 8,887 $5,935 $9,625 $6,660

Panel C. The annual social benefits of NOx reductions in NBP states (million tons)
Regressions based on … 
 All counties $938 $178 6,048 $4,039 $4,977 $4,217
 Counties with NOx emissions $531 $103 3,127 $2,088 $2,620 $2,192

Panel D. The social benefits of ozone reductions in NBP states (ppb)
1 ppb ozone decrease $290 $41 2,660 $1,777 $2,066 $1,818
1 Less day with ozone > 65 ppb $79 $11 937 $625 $704 $637

Notes: All dollar amounts are in 2015 constant dollars deflated using BLS CPI for urban consumers. The mortal-
ity impact estimates without dollar signs are number of deaths. The monetized mortality impact uses the VSL of 
$2.27 million (2015 dollars) from Ashenfelter and Greenstone (2004) and the age adjustments from Murphy and 
Topel (2006, p. 888). The implied VSLs are as follows: $2.26 million (infants); $1.78 million (age 1–64); $0.7 mil-
lion (age 65–74); and $0.3 million (age 75+). Total 2003–2007 decrease due to NBP assumes impact is for half 
of 2003 summer and for all of summers 2004–2007. NBP cost upper bound is based on the permit price of about  
$2,523/ton US$(2015) and estimated total abatement quantity of 427,000 tons. The numbers in panel A comes 
from multiplying together the mean NBP allowance price per ton, the effect of the NBP on county-level NOx emis-
sions (Table 2, column 4), and the number of counties in the NBP states (1,185). The numbers in panels B–D come 
from multiplying together regression estimates of how the NBP, NOx, or ozone affects medication costs or mor-
tality by the total number of people in the NBP states in the year 2005 (136 million people). Specifically, panel B, 
column 1, uses the estimate from Table 3, column 3. Panel B, columns 2–3 use the estimates from Table 4, col-
umn 3, panel C. Panel C, column 1 uses the estimate from Table 5, column 1, panel B. Panel C, columns 2–3 use 
the estimate from Table 5, panel B, column 3. Panel D, column 1 uses the estimate from Table 5, panel B, column 2. 
Panel D, columns 2–3 use the estimate from Table 5, panel B, column 4. Panel D estimates are based on regres-
sions using counties with ozone monitors. All estimates apply to the full population in NBP states. See the text for 
further details.

Source: Deschenes et al., AER, 2017.
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